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I. INTRODUCTION 
By a characteristic cyclic series (c.c.s.) of a group G we mean a finite 
series of the form 
E = Go C Gl C G, --- C G, = G 
such that each G, is characteristic and Gi+,/G, is cyclic. The purpose of 
this paper is to investigate groups having supersolvable automorphism 
groups and to show that these groups have a characteristic cyclic series. 
In [4, Theorem 1, page 4561, John R. Durbin and Merry McDonald 
show that if a group G has a C.C.S. then the automorphism group of G is 
supersolvable. The authors question whether the converse holds. In [4, 
Theorem 6, page 4581 they prove that, if G is a p-group, p = 2, p = 3 with 
a supersolvable automorphism group, then G has a C.C.S. provided the 
exp(aut(G)) 1 p”(p - 1) for some t >, 0. They conjecture (see [4, page 4581) 
the following: 
If G is a jinite group, such that Jz x Jz is not a direct factor of G and the 
automorphism group of G is super-solvable, does it follow that G has a C.C.S. ? 
In Section II, we show that an abelian group with a supersolvable group 
has a C.C.S. and in Section III we prove our main result, Theorem C!. 
Most of the notation can be found in reference [3]. 
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II. ABELIAN GROUPS WHOSE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP Is SUPERSOLVABLE 
Let G be an abelian group such that aut(G) is supersolvable. We want to 
characterize aut(G) and show that, except for the case that G has the Klein 
Four group as a direct factor, G has a characteristic cyclic series. Some of 
the results of this section are contained in [4]. Since our methods are different 
and the results of this section will be needed throughout the paper, we 
present them here for the convenience of the reader. 
Since an abelian group is a direct product of its Sylow subgroups, in 
discussing abelian groups with supersolvable automorphism group, we may 
restrict our attention to abelian p-groups whose automorphism groups are 
supersolvable. 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a jkite abelian p-group of order pn, p odd n > 1. 
Let aut(G) denote the automorphism group of G. If aut(G) is supersolvable, then 
(1) p is the largest prime diwiding 1 aut(G)l. 
(2) aut(G) is a semidirect product of its Sylow p-subgroup by a group of 
exponent dividing p - 1. 
Proof. To show (I), we let 4 be a prime divisor of 1 aut(G)/ such that 
4 > p and we let G be a minimal, counterexample. 
Let 0 be an element of aut(G) such that 1 0 1 = Q. Since (1 8 1, / G 1) = 1, 
we have by [3, page 1771 that G = [G, ~91 x Cc(B). Therefore aut[G, 01 is 
a subgroup of aut(G); this implies that aut[G, 01 is supersolvable and [G, 01 
admits an automorphism 0 of order 4 > p. Since G is a minimal counter- 
example, we conclude that G = [G, 01 and C,(O) = 1. If P is a O-invariant 
direct factor of G, then aut(P) is supersolvable and P admits a non-trivial 
automorphism 0 whose order 4 is greater than p. Hence G has no O-invariant 
direct factor and G is homocyclic [3, Theorem 2.2, page 1761 of the form 
G=P,xP,...xP,suchthatIP,I=p~foralli.Ifn>l,aut(P,xP,) 
is not supersolvable [4, Lemma 2, page 4561. Hence n = 1 and G is a cyclic 
group of order p li. Hence I aut(G)] = p”-l(p - 1) and 4 7 1 aut G (, a contra- 
diction. 
Since p is the largest prime dividing aut(G) and aut G is supersolvable, 
we have that the p-Sylow subgroup P of aut(G) is normal in aut G. Let K 
be a p-complement of P in aut G, then exp K divides p - 1. To see this, 
let G be a minimal counterexample and suppose aut G is supersolvable. 
Let 0 be a p’-element of G such that 0 does not have exponent dividing 
p- l.ThenG=[G,B] x C,(O) d an since G is a minimal counterexample 
we conclude that G = [G, 01 and C,(O) = 1. If P is a O-invariant direct 
factor of G, then B restricted to P violates the minimality of G. Consequently 
G has no proper O-invariant direct factor and G is homocyclic of the form 
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G=P, x P2... x P, such that 1 Pi 1 = pk for all i. If n > 1, aut(P, x Pz) 
is not supersolvable. Hence, 11 = 1 and G is a cyclic group of order pk. 
Hence 1 aut(G)] = p”-‘(p - 1) and 6’ has order dividing p - 1, a contra- 
diction. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a 2-group such that J2 x Jz is not a directfactor of G. 
If aut(G) is supersolvable, then aut(G) is a 2-group. 
Proof. Let 4 be a prime divisor of 1 aut(G)I such that 4 > 2. Let G be 
a minimal counterexample. Let 0 be an element of aut(G) such that I 0 j = Q. 
Since (I 0 I, 1 G I) = 1, we have by [3, page 1771 that G = [G, 01 x Co(O). 
Therefore aut([G, 61) is a subgroup of aut G, hence is supersolvable and 
[G, 01 admits an automorphism of order p > 2, contradicting the minimality 
of G. Hence [G, 01 = G and C,(O) = 1. As in Lemma 1, G has no &invariant 
direct factor and G is homocyclic. Let G = PI x Pz *.. x Pt such that 
] Pt I = 2k for all i. If t > 1 and k > 1, then aut(P, x Pz) is not super- 
solvable. If k = 1 and t > 2, then aut(G) z GL(2, t) and hence not super- 
solvable. If t = 2 and k = 1, then G is the Klein Four group. Consequently 
t = 1 and G is a cyclic group of order 2x’, k > 1. Hence aut G is a 2-group 
a contradiction. 
THEOREM A. Let G be an abelian group such that Jz x J2 is not a direct 
factor of G. If aut(G) is supersolvable then G has a C.C.S. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that G is an abelian 
p-group. Since aut(G) is supersolvable, we have by Lemmas 1 and 2 that 
the exp(aut(G)) divides p”(p - 1) f or some t > 1. The result now follows 
from Theorem 5 of [4]. 
III. GROUPS WHOSE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP Is SUPERSOLVABLE 
In this section of the paper we assume only that aut(G) is supersolvable 
and that J2 x Ja is not a direct factor of G. If aut(G) is supersolvable then G 
is supersolvable, because G/Z(G) is isomorphic to the group of inner auto- 
morphisms of G and a central extension of a supersolvable group by a super- 
solvable group is supersolvable. 
We will use a result of Reinhold Baer in [2] to show that G has a C.C.S. in 
this case. Baer calls a finite group G and a group 0 of automorphisms of G 
a supersolvable pair if the minimal O-admissible normal subgroups of G/T, 
for T a O-admissible normal subgroup of G, are cyclic (of prime order). 
For our purposes 0 will be am(G); h ence that a subgroup T is O-admissible 
means T is characteristic in G. Thus, if G and aut(G) are a supersolvable 
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pair, then clearly any characteristic series of G has a refinement to a charac- 
teristic series whose factors are cyclic (of prime order); that is, G has C.C.S. 
In [2] Baer gives the following characterization of a supersolvable pair G, Q 
where 0 contains all the inner automorphisms of G (see [2, Theorem 3.11). 
THEOREM B (Baer). If a group 8 of automorphisms of the finite group G 
contains all the inner automorphisms of G, then the following properties of the 
pair G, 0 are equivalent: 
(i) G, 0 is a supersolvable pair. 
(ii) 0 has the Sylow Tower Property of supersolvable groups; and ;f Z is a 
subgroup of 0 and P a Z-admissible p-Sylow subgroup of G, then maximal 
Z-admissible subgroups of P have index p in P. 
By a group 0 having the Sylow Tower Property of supersolvable groups, 
Baer means that, if A is an epimorphic image of 0 and p is a maximal prime 
divisor of the order of A, then the totality l7ofp-elements in A is a character- 
istic p-subgroup of A. In the theorem in [2], Baer states two other char- 
acterizations of such a supersolvable pair; however we do not need these 
further characterizations here. 
THEOREM C. Let G be a Jinite group which does not have J2 x J2 as a 
direct factor. If aut(G) is supersolvable then G has a C.C.S. 
Proof. Let 0 denote aut(G), the group of automorphisms of G. We use 
the equivalence in Baer’s result, Theorem B, to show that G, 0 is a super- 
solvable pair; this as noted above gives our result. Thus we must establish 
the conditions in (ii) of Theorem B. The first part of (ii), that 0 has the 
Sylow Tower Property of supersolvable groups, is trivial since 0 is itself 
supersolvable by our assumption. We must also show the other part of (ii) 
of Theorem B, namely, that if Z is a subgroup of 0 and P a Z-admissible 
p-Sylow subgroup of G, then the maximal Z-admissible subgroups of P 
have index p in P. 
One notes that, if M is a maximal Z-admissible subgroup of G, then M 
contains G(P), the Frattini subgroup of P, since O(P) is the set of non- 
generators of P. Thus III is normal in P and P/M is vector space over the 
integers modulo p. So, if M is a maximal Z-admissible subgroup of P, we 
wish to show that the irreducible Z-module P/M has dimension one over 
the field of integers modulo p. Since p-automorphisms centralize irreducible 
Z-modules over a field of characteristic p (see [3, Theorem 1.2, page 62]), 
we may assume that Z is a p’-group. 
Let H be the product of q-Sylow subgroups of G with q > p; let K* be 
the complement of H in G which contains P, and let K be the complement 
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of P in K*. We may assume that the subgroup of aut(G) consisting of the 
automorphisms of G induced by conjugation by elements of K, denoted by 
ZG(K), is contained in Z. 
We have 
G/Z(G)gZ(G)=H,1-.>Hr=E 
with Hi a aut(G) and 1 Hi/Hi+, 1 = qi , qr a prime, since aut(G) is super- 
solvable. Here I(G) denotes the group of inner automorphisms of G. Now 
let Z,(P) be the group of inner automorphisms of G induced by elements of 
P. Then, we have 
Z,(P) = HI* 1 ... 2 H1* = E, (2.1) 
where Hi* = Hi n Z,(P), and hence 
1 H,*/H& / = p or 1. 
Now Z normalizes the series (2.1) since P is an Z-admissible subgroup. 
The non-trivial factors of this series are irreducible Z-modules which have 
dimension one over the integers modulo p. Let u be an element of 2, then u 
acts on the factors of this series (2.1) as a power map, i.e., there is a positive 
integer t such that (hHi+,)a = (hH,+# for all hH,+, E Hi/Hi+, , and also 
the order of this automorphism (T divides p - 1. Thus, if 5, a are elements 
of Z, then [[, U] and up--l centralize each factor of (2.1). Thus, if we let 
Z* = ZP-lz’, then ,Z* centralizes the factors of this series (2.1). So any 
element of Z* restricted to Z,(P) has order a power of the prime p (see [3, 
page 1791) and thus the elements of Z* centralize Z,(P) because Z* is a 
subgroup of the p’-group Z of automorphisms of G. Hence 
that is, 
LW), z*l = E; 
[P, sY*] C Z(G). 
The group [P, Z*] is a p-group since P is Z-admissible, and so 
[P, z*] C Z(G) n P. 
We will now let P* denote the subgroup [P, Z*] of the p-group P. 
From Theorem 3.5 in [3, page 1801, we have 
P = P* * c&z*>, cw 
since Z* is a p’-group of automorphisms of G. (Here C,(H) denotes the 
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subgroup of elements in L which centralize H.) Also, by Theorem 3.6 in 
[3, page 1811, 
[P*, z*] = p*, (2.3) 
since (exp(LY*), p) = 1. But, by Theorem 2.3 in [3, page 1771, we have 
P” = [P*, z*] x C,*(‘z’“), (2.4) 
since P* C Z(G) n P. Hence 
C,,(Z*) = E 
by (2.3) and (2.4). Therefore by (2.2) 
with P* C Z(G) n P. 
P = P* x C&r*) (2.5) 
We note that C&X*) is normalized by K since Z* = Z~-rZ’ is normal in 2 
which contains I,(K). Thus by (2.5) 
PK = P* x (C&r*) . K). 
And we also claim that 
G = HPK = P* x (H . C,@*) . K). (2.6) 
To see that the product of P* and (H . C#*) . K) in (2.6) is direct, we 
note that, if ZE P* and z = hrk with 1 # h E H, r E P, and k E K, 
then zk-lr-l = h. So 
h-l = (r+)k E PK, 
since P* C Z(G), which contradicts H n PK = E. 
We know that aut(G) is supersolvable and that Js x Jz is not a direct 
factor of G. Since P* is a direct factor of G by (2.6), we have 
aut(P*) c” aut(G), 
giving us that aut(P*) is a supersolvable group. Also, since P* is a direct 
factor of G, it is the case that Jz x Jz is not a direct factor of P*. Further- 
more, P* is contained in Z(G) n P and so is abelian; thus by Theorem A 
(the case when G is abelian) P* has a C.C.S. 
The $-group of automorphisms of G, z, normalizes P*; so we may 
repeat an above argument to show that the exponent of JY restricted to P 
divides p - 1 and J? restricted to P is abelian. More specifically: we may 
refine the C.C.S. of P* so that its factors are irreducible O-modules. Then, 
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any o in ,Z will act on a factor of this refined characteristic series of P* as a 
power map whose order divides p - 1, since the irreducible factors of this 
new C.C.S. are one-dimensional. Therefore Z* = EP-lL” centralizes each 
factor of this C.C.S. of P*. Thus any element of Z* has order a power of the 
prime p when restricted to P*, but, since Z* is a p’-group, this means that 
Z* centralizes the group P*. Since Z also normalizes C,(Z*), we have from 
(2.5) that Z* = P-lZ’ centralizes P, giving us that Z IP has exponent 
dividing p - 1 and 2 lP is abelian. 
We know that P/M is an irreducible Z-module over the integers modulo p 
where flf is a maximal Z-admissible subgroup of P. Now, since the exponent 
of Z IP divides p - 1 and, since Z jP is abelian, the dimension of P/M as a 
Z-module over the integers modulo p is one (see [3, Theorem 2.4, page 651). 
Here we have used the fact that the integers modulo p contain a primitive 
mth root of unity for m dividing p - 1 (see [ 1, Theorem 14, page 1311). 
Therefore any maximal Z-admissible subgroup of P has index p in P; this 
gives us the other part (ii) of Theorem B. i 
John R. Durbin and Merry McDonald established the converse of the 
above theorem in [4]. So we have: 
THEOREM D. Let G be a pnite group which does not have Jz x Jz as a 
direct factor. Then, G has a C.C.S. if and only ;f aut(G) is supersolvable. 
Another way of stating this result would be to say that the holomorph 
of G is supersolvable if and only if aut(G) is supersolvable. In Baer’s termi- 
nology of [2], what we have shown is that G is supersolvably immersed in its 
holomorph if and only if its group of automorphisms is supersolvable. In 
both of these statements we are assuming that the group G does not have 
J2 x J2 as a direct factor. 
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